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INSTRUCTION MANUAL 
Model No’s:  Professional 80HD, Professional 90HD, Professional 100HD 
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BEFORE OPERATING THIS MACHINE, PLEASE READ THE INSTRUCTIONS 

CAREFULLY 

 

IMPORTANT SAFETY TIPS 

 The press must be placed on a safe and stable surface while in use. When 

using the stand, ensure the stand is on a stable surface 

 Make sure the information on the label is in accordance with your power  

supply before plugging in the press 

 Power must be in the off position before plugging cord into the outlet  

 Do not use the press if it was dropped, has visible signs of damage, or the 

cord is damaged 

 Do NOT leave the press unattended while connected to the power supply 

 Disconnect cord from the power supply before filling the water tank 

 Do not open the water tank or remove the cap while the press is in use 

 Do not pull on cord to unplug machine from the power outlet  

 Keep the press and its power cord out of the reach of small children and 

pets 

 Damaged power cords should be replaced by the manufacturer, its agent, 

or similarly qualified individuals  

 To avoid electric shock, DO NOT disassemble the press  

 Do not immerse machine in water or other liquids 
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Technical Specifications: 

110-120V – 50/60Hz, 1800W 

Pressing Equivalent to 100lb of Pressure 

Steam Output - 90grams/min 

Heating Time – 2.5 min 

24oz ( 700ml) Removable Water Tank with Anti-Scale Cartridge 

Multiple Temperature Modes – Nylon, Silk, Wool, Cotton, Linen 

Full Digital Display for Mode, Temperature and Water Level Indicators  

Choice of Dry/Steam Pressing  

Large Opening for Easy Maneuvering of Garments  

Handle Lock for Easy Maneuvering of Steam Press 

Washable Pressing Cover 

 

 

 

Safety Feature: 

Power will cut to the unit if the press is on and closed for more than 15 seconds, 

or on and open for 15 minutes without being used, to avoid a fire 
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1. Lock Tab for locking carry handle 

2. Control Panel and Digital Display 

3. Handle for Pressing and Carrying Press 

4. Heating/Pressing Plate 

5. Pressing Board with Washable & Heat Reflective Cover and Padding 

6. Removable Water Tank for Easy Filling, Including Anti Scale Filter 

7. Power On/Off Switch 

8. Cushion for Ironing Sleeves, Pleats and Shoulders 
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Setting up and Operating the Steam Press 

 

Open box and remove foam cover. Remove press from box by lifting up 

carry handle. Place on compatible stand or any other stable and heat 

resistant surface. Remove water tank (fig 6), and fill with distilled water. 

Insert anti- scale cartridge, twist to lock in place, then return the tank to its 

place in the base of the steam press. 

Unwind the cord and plug in to wall power outlet. Unlock the handle by 

pushing down on the handle while pressing down the lock tabs (fig 1). Lift 

handle to open position, then switch on the power (fig 8). 

Select desired temperature setting using the mode key on the control 

panel. Wait up to 2.5 minutes for press to heat to desired temperature (a 

beep will sound when desired temperature is reached). Press the steam 

button to select automatic or manual steam. Push handle all the way up to 

maximum opening for safe positioning of garments. 

Lay out garments for pressing as desired. (The press can iron multiple layers 

at once. You can fold before inserting onto pressing board. Leave out the 

edges to avoid pressing in creases if desired.)   

Lower the handle to 2-3 inches above the pressing board to activate the 

automatic steam. After 2-3 seconds of steaming, lower handle all the way 

down to ensure maximum pressing pressure. Hold for about 3-5 seconds to 

complete pressing. Move garment and repeat as required to complete 

pressing. 

 

After pressing, turn off power switch, empty water tank, and disconnect 

cord from outlet. Leave handle open until press cools down completely.  

 

Once cooled, you may close the handle and press down the locks to secure 

it. You may move the press to another location or to storage via the carry 

handle. 


